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We give a condition which ensures that if one inequality of SobolevPoincare
type is valid then other stronger inequalities of a similar type also hold, including
weighted versions. Our main result includes many previously known results as spe-
cial cases. We carry out the analysis in the context of spaces of homogeneous type,
but the main result is new even in the usual Euclidean setting.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to unify and generalize some results that
have appeared recently concerning Poincare inequalities. We are interested
in knowing when the existence of one inequality of this type implies that
others also hold. This question has been studied recently by several
authors, but the approach we will use is different, our key result being an
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endpoint weak type estimate obtained from an appropriate good-*
inequality (cf. [BG]). Our approach also allows us to consider other classi-
cal situations such as Lipschitz and B.M.O. spaces.
We have been especially motivated by the works [HaK], whose motiva-
tion in turn came from the theory of quasiregular mappings (see [HK1]),
by [SCo1,2], [MSC] and [BCLSC] with a more geometrical point of
view, and by [BM1,2] concerning Dirichlet forms. This paper also con-
tains many of the results obtained in [FLW], where the sharp Poincare
inequality for Ho rmander vector fields is obtained via a representation
formula. Poincare results of this type are also proved in [L], [CDG]
and [GN].
Although we shall be working in the very general framework of spaces
of homogeneous type, many of our results are new even for the usual
Euclidean structure of Rn endowed with Lebesgue measure. In this case, the
results and proofs are generally somewhat simpler (see the Appendix).
We are going to consider two types of L1 inequalities as starting points.
The ultimate goal is to show that these inequalities are self -improving, in
the sense that they lead to L p estimates for p>1. Perhaps the most classi-
cal example of the first kind of inequality that we will consider is given in
Rn by assuming that a particular function f satisfies
1
|B| |B | f ( y)& fB | dyC |B|
: (1)
for all balls B/Rn, with fB=|B|&1 B f ( y) dy and a constant C which is
independent of B. The class of all such f coincides with the Lipschitz space
4(:) when : is positive and with B.M.O. when :=0. It is well-known that
if f satisfies (1), then f also satisfies a similar inequality with the L1 average
replaced by the L p average, 1< p<, with a possibly larger constant C.
The model example for the second kind of inequality that we will con-
sider is the (L1, L1) Poincare inequality in Rn (see for instance [EG] or
[HKM]),
1
|B| |B | f ( y)& fB | dyC
r(B)
|B| |B |{f | dy, (2)
where B is any ball in Rn, f is an arbitrary Lipschitz function, and the con-
stant C is independent of both B and f. Note that this estimate is valid not
just for a single function f but for a class of functions. As is well-known
(see, for example, [EG]), there is a ‘‘sharp’’ version of (2) in which the L1
average on the left is replaced by the Ln$ average, n$=n(n&1), while the
the right side remains unchanged.
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Another basic example of this type occurs in the space (Rn, \, dx) where
\ is the metric associated with a collection X1 , ..., Xm of Ho rmander vector
fields (cf. [FP], [NSW] and [SCa]). Here the starting point is the
estimate from [Je],
1
|B| |B | f (x)& fB | dxC
r(B)
|B| |B |Xf (x)| dx, (3)
where |Xf |= |Xi f |. Now, there is a sharp version of this inequality
obtained in [FLW] (see also [CDG]) in which the L1 average on the left
is replaced by the LQ$ average, where Q is the ‘‘homogeneous’’ dimension
and 1Q+1Q$=1. A sharp version of the corresponding inequality in
which there is an L p, p>1, average on the right was first proved in [L].
These sharp estimates will be special cases of our results.
We can also apply our results to Buser’s version [Bu] of the Poincare
inequality for complete manifolds (M, g) with Ricci curvature Ric bounded
below by &a2g where a0. Here the gradient and measure are the
Riemannian ones:
1
|B| |B | f & fB |Ce
aCr(B) r(B)
|B| |B |{f |. (4)
The sharp version can be found in [MSC], but it will follow from
Theorem 3.1 below and by giving explicit constants as in [FW]. Indeed, by
the BishopGromov comparison theorem ([GHL], Theorem 4.19), we can
give an explicit bound for the doubling constant associated with the
Riemannian metric and the Riemannian volume (see also [SCo3]). In
[MSC], other inequalities on manifolds can be found.
A somewhat less-known result that we can use as a starting point is
1
|B| |B | f ( y)&?( y)| dyC
r(B)m
|B| |B |{
mf | dy, (5)
for some polynomial ? depending on f and B of degree at most m&1,
where m is a positive integer. Here {mf =[D_f ] |_|=m and |{mf |= |D_f |.
Estimates of this type can be found for example in [DS], Theorem 3.4, or
[Bo]. By the version of Theorem 3.1 in Rn and for polynomials, namely
Theorem 7.3 (together with Example 2.2), we obtain an estimate similar to
(5) but with the Lr average on the left for the optimal value r=n(n&m),
1<m<n.
Motivated by these examples, we will first consider inequalities of the
form
1
+(B) |B | f & fB | d+ca(B), (6)
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which we will refer to as ‘‘function space inequalities,’’ and, second,
inequalities of the form
1
+(B) |B | f & fB | d+cb(B, f ), (7)
which we will call ‘‘Poincare type inequalities.’’ In either case, + is a
measure and +(B) denotes the +-measure of B. An inequality of the first
form is generally assumed to hold for a single function f, while one of the
second form is assumed to hold for a class of functions.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that under certain mild dis-
crete conditions of geometric type on the functionals a and b, both
inequalities (6) and (7) encode an intrinsic Lr self-improving property.
Throughout this paper, (S, d, +) will denote a space of homogeneous
type with a continuous quasimetric d, so that each ball B(x, r) is open. We
will recall the definition and basic properties of such a space in Section 4.
We use B to denote the class of all balls B in S, and K to denote the
quasimetric constant for d.
2. FUNCTION SPACE INEQUALITIES
We shall consider general functionals of the form a: B  (0, ). The
functional a is not necessarily radial. i.e., a need not be of the form
a(B)=.(r(B)) where r(B) is the radius of B and .: (0, )  (0, ). Our
model example is the fractional average
a(B)=
r(B):
+(B)
&(B), (8)
where :0 and & is a nonnegative function or measure. As we shall see,
it is also interesting to assume that & is absolutely continuous with respect
to +, with d&= g d+ for g # A(+), where A(+) denotes the class of weight
functions of C. Fefferman and B. Muckenhoupt, i.e., the class of non-
negative functions g for which there exist constants c, =>0 such that for
any ball B and any +-measurable set E/B,
&(E)
&(B)
c \+(E)+(B)+
=
.
We impose the following discrete condition on the functional a relative
to a locally integrable weight function w. The condition may be thought of
as one which reflects the geometry of the space. We use the notation w(B)
to denote B w d+.
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Definition 2.1. Let 1r< and let w be a weight. We say that the
functional a satisfies the (weighted) Dr condition if there exists a finite con-
stant c such that for each ball B and any family [Bi] of pairwise disjoint
subballs of B,
:
i
a(Bi)r w(Bi)cra(B)r w(B). (9)
We denote the smallest constant c for which (9) holds by &a&.
Observe that by Ho lder’s inequality, the family [Dr] is decreasing as r
increases, that is, if r<s, and a # Ds then a # Dr : in fact, if r<s, a # Ds and
[Bi] is a pairwise disjoint collection of balls in B, we have
:
i
a(Bi)r w(Bi)\:i a(Bi)
s w(Bi)+
rs
\:i w(Bi)+
1&rs
&a&r a(B)r w(B).
Example 2.2. As an example of (9), let us show that if w=1 (so that
w(B)=+(B) for all B), then for any measure & the fractional average (8)
satisfies the unweighted Dd(d&:) condition, 0 < : < d, where d is the
doubling order of +, i.e., where
+(B2)c {r(B2)r(B1)=
d
+(B1)
whenever B1 and B2 are balls with B1 /B2 .
In fact, we then have, with r=d(d&:) (so that :r=d(r&1)),
a(Bi)r +(Bi)={r(Bi)
d
+(Bi)=
r&1
&(Bi)r{c r(B)
d
+(B)=
r&1
&(Bi)r
by doubling when Bi /B, and consequently, if [Bi] is a pairwise disjoint
collection of balls in B,
 a(Bi)r +(Bi){c r(B)
d
+(B)=
r&1
 &(Bi)r
{c r(B)
d
+(B)=
r&1
_ &(Bi)&
r
C {r(B)
d
+(B)=
r&1
&(B)r=Ca(B)r +(B). (10)
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We use the notation
&g&Lr, (B, w)=sup
*>0
* \w([x # B : | g(x)|>*])w(B) +
1r
for the normalized weak Lr norm, where w(E) denotes E w d+ for any
measurable set E.
Let us now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.3. Let B0 be a ball and let ’=17K 7. Suppose that the func-
tional a satisfies the weighted Dr condition (9) for some 1r< and some
w # A(+). Let f be a function on ’B0 such that for all balls B with B/’B0 ,
1
+(B) |B | f & fB | d+& f &a a(B). (11)
Then there exists a constant c independent of f and B0 such that
& f & fB0 &Lr, (B0, w)c &a& & f &a a(’B0). (12)
Inequality (12) has been improved recently in [MP] by showing that ’
can be replaced by (1+$)K with $>0 arbitrarily small. The proof does
not use dyadic sets.
Corollary 2.4. Let 1<r<. Then with the same hypotheses as in
Theorem 2.3, if p satisfies 1< p<r, there exists a constant c independent of
f and B0 such that
\ 1w(B0) |B0 | f & fB0 |
p w d++
1p
c &a& & f &a a(’B0). (13)
Remark 2.5. It follows immediately that the corollary still holds if we
only assume that a # Dp for each 1< p<r.
Remark 2.6. We can show that it is sometimes possible to take ’=1 in
both Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4. For example, in the case of Euclidean
space with the usual Euclidean metric and a doubling measure +, and for
cubes instead of balls, we will show this in Theorem 7.2. For more general
homogeneous spaces, we can take ’=1 if the quasimetric d and the func-
tional a satisfy additional conditions. In fact, if 1<r< and B0 satisfies
the Boman chain condition (see, e.g., [C], [FGuW], [FLW]), then we
can take ’=1 in (12) provided we assume that (9) holds for every collec-
tion [Bi] of subballs of B with bounded overlaps. The proof is based on
(12) and is essentially the same as the one given in [C] for strong-type
estimates and for more restricted functionals a. At the end of Section 5, we
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make some additional comments about what changes are needed in the
argument given in [C]. It is proved in [FGuW], Theorem 5.4, that d-balls
satisfy the Boman chain condition if the quasimetric d has the segment
property, i.e., if for each pair x, y of points in S there exists a continuous
curve # connecting x and y such that d(#(t), #(s))=|t&s|. For instance, the
metric associated with a family of Lipschitz continuous vector fields has the
segment property locally (see [FGuW] and also [GN]). Moreover, any
complete Riemannian manifold has the (global) segment property by the
HopfRinow theorem (see [GHL], Theorem 2.103 and Corollary 2.105).
Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 will be proved in Section 5. In fact, there
is a more general version of Theorem 2.3, and consequently also a more
general version of Corollary 2.4 and Remark 2.5, in which the functional
a(B) which appears on the right side of the Dr hypothesis (9) is replaced
by a different functional a$(B) (but the original a still appears on the left
side of the Dr condition and also in hypothesis (11)). In this case the factor
a(’B0) in the conclusion (12) (and in (13)) is replaced by a$(’B0). More
precisely we have:
Theorem 2.7. Let B0 be a ball, ’=17K 7, 1r< and w # A(+).
Suppose that for all balls B/’B0 , a locally integrable function f satisfies
(11) and the functional a verifies the condition
 a(Bi)r w(Bi)&a&r a$(B)r w(B) (14)
whenever [Bi] is a collection of pairwise disjoint balls in B, where a$ is
another functional acting on B. Then
& f & fB0 &Lr, (B0, w)c &a& & f &a a$(’B0). (15)
Example 2.8. An important example of the situation in Theorem 2.7 is
the following weak fractional version of (8): let *>1 be a fixed number and
define
a(B)=
r(B):
+(B)
&(*B). (16)
Let :<d, where d is the doubling order of +. We will show in Section 6
that although a is not in Dd(d&:) (with w=1), it is true that for each
r<d(d&:), a satisfies (14) with w=1; that is, if r<d(d&:) then
 a(Bi)r +(Bi)ca$(B)r +(B) (17)
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whenever [Bi] is a collection of pairwise disjoint balls in B, where a$ is
defined by
a$(B)=
r(B):
+(B)
&(*$B)
for an appropriate value *$*. In the case of Euclidean space with the
usual Euclidean metric, we can always pick *$=*.
In particular, by the analogue for a$ of Remark 2.5, it follows that if f
satisfies
1
+(B) |B | f & fB | d+c
r(B):
+(B)
&(*B)
for all balls B and some fixed *>1 and :<d, then there exists *$* such
that for any p with 1< p<d(d&:),
\ 1+(B) |B | f & fB | p d++
1p
C
r(B):
+(B)
&(*$B).
There is an L p version of the functional (16) that is related to the con-
cept of very weak derivative (or upper gradient) introduced by J. Heinonen
and P. Koskela in [HK1], [HK2]. In fact, in Section 6 we will derive an
analogous estimate for functionals of the form
a(B)=r(B): \&(*B)+(B) +
1p0
, *>1,
in case 1 p0<d:, the result being that a(B) satisfies condition (17) for
r< p0d(d&:p0) with
a$(B)=r(B): \&(*$B)+(B) +
1p0
for an appropriate *$*. For example, such functionals a(B) include the
form
a(B)=r(B): \ 1+(B) |*B |Xf | p0 d++
1p0
by choosing d&=|Xf | p0 d+.
Remark 2.9. In Corollary 2.4, we do not know in general how to prove
the strong type result (13) with p=r. In Section 3, however, we will show
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that it is possible to obtain that endpoint estimate under somewhat
stronger initial assumptions.
Here, we show another case in which it is possible to get the strong
endpoint estimate. Let a be the fractional average (8), and assume that +
is doubling of order d and 0<:<d. By Example 2.2, we know that
a # Dd(d&:) with w=1. It can be shown for some particular choices of &
that a is not in Dd(d&:)+= for any =>0 (see Example 6.1 below). Thus the
class Dr does not generally have a self-improving or openness property of
the sort
Dr O Dr+= .
If, for some inherent reason, the functional satisfies a better D condition
than expected, then by Corollary 2.4, the optimal strong type result does
hold. As an example, we consider the fractional average
a(B)=r(B): \ &(B)+(B)+
1p0
, & # A(+).
When p0=1, we know that a satisfies the unweighted Dd(d&:) condition,
where d is the doubling order of +. However, in this case, we will show in
Section 6 that a # Dd(d&:)+= where =>0 depends on the A constant of &.
More generally, if 1 p0<d:, we will show that a # Dp0d(d&:p0)+= for
some =>0.
Thus we obtain the following result, which for simplicity we state in a
global form.
Corollary 2.10. Let d be the doubling order of +, 1 p0<,
0<:<dp0 and & # A(+). Let f be a locally integrable function satisfying
1
+(B) |B | f & fB | d+Cr(B)
: \ &(B)+(B)+
1p0
(18)
for all balls B, with C independent of B. Then, for all B,
\ 1+(B) |B | f & fB | r d++
1r
cr(B): \&(’B)+(B) +
1p0
, (19)
where r = p0 d(d&:p0), ’ = 17K7 and c is a multiple of C which is inde-
pendent of B.
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3. POINCARE TYPE INEQUALITIES
We now consider a functional b(B, f ) of two variables of the form
b: B_F  (0, ),
where F is an appropiate set of functions contained in L1loc(S). In applica-
tions, the main examples of F are the Lipschitz class, or Sobolev classes,
although our results are not restricted to these classical spaces.
Typical examples of b are those associated with Poincare inequalities,
namely
b(B, f )=bX (B, f )=
r(B):
+(B) |B |Xf | d&, (20)
where X is a differential operator with X1=0, i.e., with no zero order
term. In particular, in Euclidean space, X could be {m or some other appro-
priate combination of partial derivatives. In case all the derivatives are
of first order, we can then take F=41 , the Lipschitz class, since such
functions are differentiable almost everywhere by the Rademacher
Stepanov theorem.
The main property we need is a certain ‘‘stability’’ property under trun-
cations. This idea was originally introduced in [LN] and exploited in
[SW], [FGaW], [FLW] and [BCLSC].
Given a nonnegative function g, the truncation {*(g) is defined by
0 if g(x)*
{*(g)=min[g, 2*]&min[g, *]={g(x)&* if *< g(x)2** if g(x)>2*.
We shall assume that the class F has the following properties:
v f # F O f +*, *f # F for * # R
v f # F O | f | # F
v f # F O {*( | f | ) # F for *0.
We also assume that the following natural relationships between the func-
tional b and F hold:
v b(B, f )=b(B, f +*) for all f # F and * # R
v b(B, | f | )b(B, f ) for all f # F
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v There exist r>1 and a constant C such that for any nonnegative
f # F, any ball B and any sequence *k of the form [*k=2k*],
k=1, 2, ..., *>0, we have
:

k=1
b(B, {*k( f ))
rcb(B, f )r. (21)
For example, observe that for the functional b=bX defined in (20), we
have
b(B, {*k( f ))=
r(B):
+(B) |B |X({*k( f ))| d&=
r(B):
+(B) |[x # B : *k< f (x)*k+1] |Xf | d&,
and then (21) readily follows since the domains of integration are disjoint.
We assume that b and F have all the properties listed above and that
b also satisfies the following condition (a weighted Dr condition which is
uniform in f for f # F) for some r1 and some w # A(+):
:
i
b(Bi , f )r w(Bi)Crb(B, f )r w(B), (22)
for all f # F, every ball B # B and every family [Bi] of pairwise disjoint
subballs of B.
Theorem 3.1. Let B0 be a ball, 1r< and ’=17K 7. Suppose that
the functional b and the class F satisfy the conditions above (including (21)
and (22)) with exponent r and with w # A(+) for all f # F and all balls
B/’B0 . Suppose also that the following initial condition holds for all such
f and B,
1
+(B) |B | f & fB | d+cb(B, f ), (23)
with c independent of f and B. Then
\ 1w(B0) |B0 | f & fB0 |
r w d++
1r
Cb(’B0 , f ) (24)
with C independent of B0 and f # F.
In fact, as the proof will show, the strong type conclusion (24) for such
functionals b follows from the corresponding weak type estimate with the
same value of r.
As an application, we will derive the following corollary. We say that a
weight v belongs to the class Ap(&) (see [M]), 1 p<, if
\ 1&(b) |B v d&+\
1
&(B) |B v
&p$p d&+
pp$
C, 1< p<,
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where 1p+1p$=1, and
1
&(B) |B v d&C essinfBv, p=1,
for all balls B, with C independent of B. It will sometimes be convenient
to also use the notation |B|d& for the &-measure &(B) of a ball B.
Corollary 3.2. Let + and & be doubling measures, p01 and X be a
differential operator for which
1
+(B) |B | f & fB | d+Cr(B) \
1
&(B) |B |Xf |
p0 d&+
1p0
(25)
for all balls B and all Lipschitz functions f. Let 1 p0 pq< and let
(w, v) be a pair of weights such that w # A(+), v # App0(&), and the
following balance condition holds :
r(B )
r(B) \
|B | wd+
|B|wd+ +
1q
C \ |B | vd&|B| vd&+
1p
(26)
for all balls B , B such that B /B. Then
\ 1w(B) |B | f & fB |q w d++
1q
Cr(B) \ 1v(B) |’B |Xf | p v d&+
1p
(27)
with C independent of f and B.
The balance condition (26) was introduced in [ChW].
We point out that for A(d+) weights w, we recover the main results of
[FLW] without making use of the representation formula obtained in that
paper. For instance, starting with (25) with p0=1 in the unweighted situa-
tion, we have that if X is a collection of smooth vector fields satisfying the
Ho rmander condition on, say, a ball *B0 , *>1, then there is a constant c
such that
\ 1|B| |B | f & fB |Q dx+
1Q
c
r(B)
|B| |B |Xf (x)| dx (28)
for each ball B/B0 , where Q is the homogeneous dimension of the vector
fields and |B| is the Lebesgue measure of B. Recall that the balls here are
not Euclidean balls, but rather they are defined in terms of the metric
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associated with the vector fields. There are corresponding results for the
two weight case. We initially obtain these results with the larger ball ’B on
the right side, but we may then take ’=1 by using the Boman chain condi-
tion as in [FGuW] and [FLW]. Moreover, the conclusion of Theorem 3.1
is valid with ’=1 if we assume im addition to the hypotheses there that B0
satisfies the Boman chain condition and the functional b satisfies (22)
whenever [Bi] is a collection of subballs of B with bounded overlaps.
To explain the balance condition, which is essentially necessary in any
case, observe in particular that when p0= p and w=v=1 in the usual
Euclidean case for Rn, the balance condition implies that any q value with
q p*= pn(n& p) will verify (27). Therefore, the sharp value occurs for
the Sobolev exponent q= p*.
Remark 3.3. As was the case for Theorem 2.3, there is also a more
general version of Theorem 3.1 in which the functional b(B, f ) on the right
side of (22) is replaced by a different functional b$(B, f ), while the original
b remains on the left side. In this case, hypothesis (23) remains unchanged,
but in the conclusion (24), the new functional b$(’B0 , f ) appears on the
right side. It is also necessary to then assume (21) with b$ on both sides,
and to assume that b$(B, | f | )b$(B, f ) for all B and all f # F. Only minor
changes in the proof of Theorem 3.1 are needed in order to obtain this
more general version: see the comments in Section 5 after the proof of
Theorem 3.1.
4. DEFINITIONS
In this section, we briefly recall some basic definitions and facts about
spaces of homogeneous type that we will need.
A quasimetric d on a set S is a function d: S_S  [0, ) satisfying
(i) d(x, y)=0 if and only if x= y
(ii) d(x, y)=d( y, x) for all x, y
(iii) There exists a finite constant K1 such that
d(x, y)K(d(x, z)+d(z, y))
for all x, y, z.
Given x # S and r>0, we let B(x, r)=[ y # S : d(x, y)<r] and refer to
B(x, r) as the ball with center x and radius r. If + is a measure and E is
a measurable set, we use +(E) to denote the +-measure of E. We sometimes
use the notation |E| + instead of +(E).
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Definition 4.1. A space of homogeneous type (S, d, +) is a set S
together with a quasimetric d and a nonnegative Borel measure + on S
such that +(B(x, r)) is finite for all x # S and r>0, and the doubling condi-
tion
0<+(B(x, 2r))C+(B(x, r)), (29)
holds for all x # S and r>0.
The doubling assumption (29) is global in nature, i.e., it is assumed to
hold for all x # S and all r>0. In many important cases, however, doubling
is a local property, limited to points x in compact sets and to small values
of r. In such cases, our main results then also only hold locally.
The balls B(x, r), r>0, are not necessarily open, but by a theorem of
Macias and Segovia [MS], one can always find a continuous quasimetric
d $ which is equivalent to d (i.e., there are constants c1 and c2 such that
c1d $(x, y)d(x, y)c2d $(x, y) for all x, y # S), so that every ball is open.
In the following we shall assume that the quasimetric d is continuous.
As usual, we say w is a weight if w is a nonnegative locally integrable
function. For a measurable set E, we denote w(E)=E w( y) d+( y). Thus,
w(E)=|E|wd+ .
We also recall that the weight w is an A(+) weight if there are postive
constants C and $ such that
w(E)C \+(E)+(B)+
$
w(B)
for every ball B and every measurable set E/B.
We denote by d=log C the doubling order of +, where C is the smallest
constant in (29). By iterating (29), we then have
r(B )d
+(B )
C
r(B)d
+(B)
(30)
for every pair B , B of balls such that B /B.
We shall use a grid of dyadic sets in S which are ‘‘almost’’ balls as
described [SW]. In fact, the following has been proved in [SW]:
If \=8K5, then for any (large negative) integer m, there are points [xkj ]
and a family Dm=[E kj ] of sets for k=m, m+1, ... and j=1, 2, ... such
that
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v B(xkj , \
k)/E kj /B(x
k
j , \
k+1)
v For each k=m, m&1, ..., the family [E kj ] is pairwise disjoint in j,
and
S=.
j
E kj .
v If mk<l, then either E kj & E
l
i=< or E
k
j /E
l
i .
We shall say that the family D=m # Z Dm is a dyadic cube decomposi-
tion of S, and we call the sets in D dyadic cubes. A dyadic cube will usually
be denoted by Q, and Q* will denote the containing ball described above
with (1\) Q*/Q/Q*. We note that while the cubes in each Dm have the
dyadic properties listed above, there are no nestedness properties of the
cubes in Dm1 relative to the cubes in Dm2 if m1 , m2 are different.
Following [W], we define
Mm g(x)= sup
r(B)\m
B : x # B
1
+(B) |B | g| d+,
and also the dyadic version
Mdm g(x)= sup
Q # Dm
Q : x # Q
1
+(Q) |Q | g| d+.
We will use the following corollary of the Lebesgue Differentiation
Theorem: if g is a nonnegative function in L1loc(d+), then
g(x) lim inf
m  &
M dm g(x), (31)
for a.e. (d+) x # S. Indeed, fix an x and for each m, let Qm be the smallest
cube in Dm which contains x. Since the cubes Qm shrink to x, we can
assume that
g(x)= lim
m  &
1
+(Qm) |Qm g d+,
this being true for a.e. (d+)x by the Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem.
Since Qm # Dm , the last limit is clearly at most lim infm  & M dm g(x), and
(31) follows.
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5. PROOFS
Before giving the proof of Theorem 2.3 we prove Corollary 2.4. Indeed,
pick s with p<s<r. Using (12) with r replaced by s, we have
1
w(B0) |B0 | f & fB0 |
p w d+
=
1
w(B0) |

0
p* pw([x # B0 : | f (x)& fB0 |>*])
d*
*

1
w(B0) |

0
p* p min [w(B0), \c &a& & f &a a(’B0)* +
s
w(B0)= d**
(c &a& & f &a a(’B0)) p+ p |

c &a& & f &a a(’B0)
* p&s[c &a& & f &a a(’B0)]s
d*
*
r&a& p & f & pa a(’B0) p. K
Proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.7. It is enough to prove Theorem 2.7 since
this includes Theorem 2.3. The only real difference in the two proofs occurs
in Lemma 5.2 below. Observe that we may assume & f &a=1 by renormaliz-
ing f if necessary. We must show that
w([x # B0 : | f (x)& fB0 |>*])
c &a&r
*r
a$(’B0)r w(B0) (32)
with c independent of *, f and B0 .
Letting f =( f & fB0) /B0 , we reduce everything to an estimate of M
d
m( f )
in the appropriate norm, with norm constant independent of m for large
negative m, since by (31) with g= f and Fatou’s Lemma,
& f &Lr, (B0, w)lim infm  &
&M dm( f )&Lr, (B0, w) . (33)
To estimate &M dm( f )&Lr, (B0, w) , we first show that, in a sense, it is
possible to replace /B0 in the definition of f by /Q0 for an appropriate
dyadic cube Q0 in Dm of approximately the same size as B0 . Let k0 be the
integer such that \k0r(B0)<\k0+1, and consider any m with m<k0 . We
claim the following:
There are at most M cubes E k0j in Dm meeting B0 , where M is a struc-
tural constant which is independent of B0 and m, provided that m<k0 .
Indeed, fix m<k0 and denote the cubes in Dm which have nonempty
intersection with B0 by Qj , j=1, ..., M. The Qj are disjoint, and they are
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contained in some fixed enlargement of B0 since they touch B0 and their
radii are comparable to r(B0) (cf. (36) below). Thus, the sum of the +(Qj)
is at most c+(B0). Since the size of each Qj is comparable to the size of B0 ,
each +(Qj) exceeds a fixed multiple of +(B0) by doubling (in fact, the
measures are comparable). Therefore, the number M of Qj ’s must be at
most a fixed geometric constant, which proves our claim.
Consequently, for any fixed m<k0 , if Qj , j=1, ..., M, are the cubes in
Dm mentioned above, we obtain /B0
M
j=1 /Qj , and so
Mdm( f ) :
M
j=1
M dm(( f & fB0) /Qj)
and
&M dm( f )&Lr, (B0 , w)M maxj=1, ..., M
&M dm(( f & fB0) /Qj)&Lr, (B0 , w) . (34)
For the rest of the proof, fix one of these cubes Qj and denote it by Q0 .
Let f =( f & fB0) /Q0 . Then &M
d
m( f )&Lr, (B0, w) is a typical term in the max
on the right side of (34), and we will now estimate this norm. By the first
property of the dyadic cubes, there is a ball Q*0 such that
1
\
Q*0 /Q0 /Q*0
and r(Q*0 )=\k0+1. We claim that if ’=17K 7, then
Q0 /Q*0 /’B0 . (35)
Indeed, since <{B0 & Q0 /B0 & Q*0 and r(Q*0 )\r(B0), (35) will
follow from showing that if P and B are balls with P & B{< and
r(P);r(B) for some ;>0, then
P/c; B (36)
with c;=K2+K;+K 2;. (Note that c;17K7 when ;=\, by definition of
\.) To verify (36), note that if z # B & P and y # P, then
d( y, xB)K(d( y, xP)+d(xP , xB))K(r(P)+K(d(xP , z)+d(z, xB)))
K(r(P)+K(r(P)+r(B)))K(;r(B)+K(;r(B)+r(B)))
=K2 \1+ ;K+;+ r(B),
which implies (36).
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Recall that f =( f & fB0) /Q0 . For each *>0, let 0* be the set
0*=[x # S : M dm( f )(x)>*].
The following observation will be used. If g is a nonnegative function
supported in Q0 , then for each * which satisfies
*
1
+(Q0) |Q0 g d+,
we have
[x # S : M dm g(x)>*]=[x # Q0 : M
d
mg(x)>*]/Q0 . (37)
In fact, if x  Q0 then by the dyadic structure, since Q0 # Dm ,
M dm g(x)=max { sup
Q/Q0
Q : x # Q # Dm
1
+(Q) |Q g d+, sup
Q#Q0
Q : x # Q # Dm
1
+(Q) |Q g d+=
= sup
Q#Q0
Q : x # Q # Dm
1
+(Q) |Q g d+
since x  Q0
= sup
Q#Q0
Q : x # Q # Dm
1
+(Q) |Q0 g d+=
1
+(Q0) |Q0 g d+*
since the support of g lies in Q0 . This yields (37).
For fixed *>0, let [Qi] be the maximal (with respect to inclusion)
dyadic cubes in Dm satisfying
*<
1
+(Qi) |Qi | f
 | d+.
It follows easily from the maximality of the cubes and from the doubling
of + that
*<
1
+(Qi) |Qi | f
 | d+C* (38)
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for each i. Also, because they are maximal dyadic cubes, the Qi are pairwise
disjoint, and we have
0*=.
i
Qi . (39)
Moreover, by the observation above, with g taken to be | f |=| f & fB0 |/Q0 ,
Qi /Q0 (0* /Q0) (40)
if * satisfies
*
1
+(Q0) |Q0 | f & fB0 | d+.
The next lemma contains a key inequality of good-* type relating M dm
and the following local maximal operator associated with the functional a:
given a ball B0 , define
AB0(x)= sup
B: x # B/B0
a(B),
where the supremum is taken over all balls B contained in B0 and contain-
ing x.
In stating the lemma, we use the same notation as above.
Lemma 5.1. Let w # A(+) and let f satisfy (11) with & f &a=1. There
exist geometric constants N, C>1 and =0>0 such that for all *, = with *>0
and 0<=<=0 ,
w(’B0 & 0N*)C=$w(’B0 & 0*)+w([x # ’B0 : A’B0(x)>=*]), (41)
where $ depends on the A constant of w. All constants are independent of
m, f, Q0 , B0 , and *.
The basic estimate which follows in a standard way from this good-*
inequality is
&M dm( f )&Lr, (’B0 , w)C &A’B0&Lr, (’B0 , w) ,
with constant C independent of m. Recall that f =( f & fB0) /Q0 and Q0 is
one of the M dyadic cubes E k0j which cover B0 . We then obtain from (34)
that
&M dm( f )&Lr, (B0 , w)MC &A’B0 &Lr, (’B0 , w) , (42)
with constants independent of m if m<k0 .
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The control of A’B0 can be deduced from the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let B be a ball and let a be a functional for which (14) holds
for some doubling weight w. Then there exists a positive constant C, inde-
pendent of B, such that for all *>0,
w([x # B : AB(x)>*])
C &a&r
*r
a$(B)r w(B),
or equivalently,
&AB&Lr, (B, w)C &a& a$(B).
Theorem 2.7 (and so also Theorem 2.3) follows by combining (33) and
(42) with Lemma 5.2,
& f &Lr, (B0 , w) lim infm  &
&M dm( f )&Lr, (B0 , w)
MC &A’B0 &Lr, (’B0 , w)C &a& a$(’B0)
as desired. (Recall that we are assuming that & f &a=1.)
We now prove the good-* inequality.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. First observe that the conclusion holds whenever
*
1
+(Q0) |Q0 | f & fB0 | d+.
Indeed, for such *, since + is doubling and (1\) Q*0 /Q0 /Q*0 /’B0 by
(35), and since Q*0 and ’B0 have radii of comparable sizes,
*
C
+(’B0) |’B0 | f & fB0 | d+
C
+(’B0) |’B0 | f & f’B0 | d++C | f’B0& fB0 |

C
+(’B0) |’B0 | f & f’B0 | d+Ca(’B0)C infx # ’B0 A’B0(x).
The next-to-last inequality above follows from (11). Thus we can write
w(’B0 & 0N*)w(’B0)=w([x # ’B0 : A’B0(x)>*C])
w([x # ’B0 : A’B0(x)>=*])+C=
$w(’B0 & 0*)
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if =<1C. Therefore we may assume from now on that
*>
1
+(Q0) |Q0 | f & fB0 | d+,
and so (40) holds.
Now since N>1, 0N* /0* . Thus, by (39) and the fact that the cubes
[Qi] are pairwise disjoint, we have
w(’B0 & 0N*)=w(’B0 & 0N* & 0*)
=:
i
w([x # ’B0 & Qi : M dm( f )(x)>N*])
:
i
w([x # Qi : M dm( f )(x)>N*]).
For each fixed i, we claim that
w([x # Qi : M dm( f )(x)>N*])=w([x # Qi : M
d
m( f /Qi)(x)>N*]).
Indeed, let x # Qi & P where P is a dyadic cube in Dm containing x. Then
by the nestedness property of the dyadic cubes, there are two possibilities:
(i) either P/Qi , and therefore
1
+(P) |P | f | d+=
1
+(P) |P | f | /Qi d+M
d
m( f /Qi)(x),
or
(ii) Qi /P, so that
1
+(P) |P | f | d+*
by the maximality property of Qi . If M dm( f )(x)>N*, observe that the
cubes P of the second type do not count in computing M dm( f )(x) since
N>1. This proves our claim.
On the other hand, by the properties of the cubes we get
| f (x)& fB0|| f (x)& fQi |+| fQi& fB0 |
| f (x)& fQi |+
1
+(Qi) |Qi | f & fB0 | d+
=| f (x)& fQi |+
1
+(Qi) |Qi | f
 | d+
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since Qi /Q0 by (40)
| f (x)& fQi |+C*
by (38). Then defining
Ei=[x # Qi : M dm(( f & fQi) /Qi)(x)>(N&C) *],
if N>C, we have
[x # Qi : M dm( f /Qi)(x)>N*]/Ei ,
and consequently
w(’B0 & 0N*) :
i: Qi/Q0
w(Ei).
For each of these dyadic cubes Qi , recall that Qi* is the ball so that
1
\
Qi* /Qi /Qi* ,
where \=8K 5, and therefore, by the doubling property of w, w(Qi) and
w(Qi*) are comparable uniformly in i.
For each = with 0<=<1C, we split the index set in two: we say that
i # I if
a(Qi*)=*
and i # II if
a(Qi*)>=*.
Then
w(’B0 & 0N*) :
i # I
w(Ei)+ :
i # II
w(Ei)=I+II.
For I, we use the fact that M dm is of weak type (1, 1) with weak type con-
stant 1, together with the basic hypothesis (11) (which we observe is stated
with respect to balls), to first control the unweighted measure of Ei :
+(Ei)
1
*
1
+(Qi) |Qi | f & fQi | d+ +(Qi)

C
*
1
+(Qi*) |Q*i | f & fQ*i | d+ +(Qi*)
C
*
a(Qi*) +(Qi*)C=+(Qi*).
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Then because w # A(+), we obtain for each i # I that
w(Ei)C=$w(Qi*)
for some C, $>0 which are independent of i. Therefore,
IC=$ :
i # I
w(Qi*)C=$ :
i # I
w(Qi)C=$w(Q0 & 0*)
since w is doubling and the cubes [Qi] are pairwise disjoint and contained
in Q0 (by (40) and the restriction on *). Hence,
IC=$w(’B0 & 0*)
since Q0 /’B0 .
To estimate II, we recall again that Qi /Qi* /’B0 . Then if x # Qi ,
A’B0(x)>a(Qi*)>=*, so that
II :
i # II
w(Qi)= :
i # II
w([x # Qi : A’B0(x)=*])
Cw([x # Q0 : A’B0(x)=*])
Cw([x # ’B0 : A’B0(x)>=*])
since Q0 /’B0 .
Combining these estimates, we have for *>0 and small =>0 that
w(’B0 & 0N*)C=$w(’B0 & 0*)+Cw([w # ’B0 : A’B0(x)>=*]), (43)
where C is a structural constant. This proves the desired good-* inequality
(41) and completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.
We are left with the proof of the second lemma.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The proof is by a standard covering lemma. If x
is in the set [x # B: AB(x)>*], then for some ball P/B with x # P, we
have *<a(P). Pick a Vitali type cover of [x # B: AB(x)>*] by such balls
[Pi]. Then the balls [Pi] are pairwise disjoint subballs of B and
[x # B: AB(x)>*]/i cPi . Therefore,
w([x # B: AB(x)>*]):
i
w(cPi)C :
i
w(Pi)
C
*r
:
i
a(Pi)r w(Pi)

C &a&r
*r
a$(B)r w(B)
by (14) since [Pi] is a pairwise disjoint family of subballs of B.
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This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2, and hence the proof of
Theorem 2.7 is also complete. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The point of departure of this theorem is the
following information on F and B,
1
+(B) |B | f & fB | d+cb(B, f ), (44)
with c independent of f # F and B/’B0 . We consider only functions f
in F.
Then, by Theorem 2.3 and the assumption (22) on b, we have the weak
type estimate
sup
t>0
tr
w([x # B0 : | f & fB0 |>t])
w(B0)
Crb(’B0 , f )r. (45)
What we need to do is pass from this weak type inequality to the
corresonding strong type estimate. To accomplish this, we will adapt some
ideas of R. Long and F. Nie in [LN]. Since b(B0 , f )=b(B0 , f +*) for any
* (due to the conditions on b), we may assume that fB0=0. To simplify
notation, we let g=| f |, so that g # F by our assumptions about F.
Let *>0 be a positive number to be chosen and set *k=*2k for
k=0, 1, 2, ... . Note that *k+1=2*k . Then
1
w(B0) |B0 g
rw d+
=
1
w(B0) |[B0 : g4*] g
rw d++
1
w(B0)
:

k=1
|
[B0 : *k+1< g*k+2]
grw d+
4r*r+
4r
w(B0)
:

k=1
*rk&1w(Fk+1),
where for each integer k, we define Fk=[x # B0 : *k< g(x)*k+1].
Now, if we recall the notation
{*(g)=min[g, 2*]&min[g, *],
we have for x # Fk+1 , k=1, 2, ...,
*k={*k(g)(x)|{*k(g)(x)&({*k(g))B0 |+({*k(g))B0
|{*k(g)(x)&({*k(g))B0 |+ gB0
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since {*(g) g. If we choose *=2gB0 , the last inequality yields
*k|{*k(g)(x)&({*k(g))B0 |+
*
2
<|{*k(g)(x)&({*k(g))B0 |+
*k
2
,
and therefore, if x # Fk+1 ,
*k&1<|{*k(g)(x)&({*k(g))B0 |.
Finally, by combining inequalities and using the weak type estimate (45)
for each {*k(g), we get
1
w(B0) |B0 g
rw d+
C*r+
C
w(B0)
:

k=1
*rk&1w([x # B0 : |{*k(g)(x)&({*k(g))B0 |>*k&1])
C*r+C r :

k=1
b(’B0 , {*k(g))
r
C*r+C rb(’B0 , g)rC rb(’B0 , | f | )rCrb(’B0 , f )r,
by (21) and (44). This concludes the proof of the theorem. K
Only minor changes in the proof above are needed in order to prove the
more general version of Theorem 3.1 mentioned in Remark 3.3. For exam-
ple, in the more general situation, instead of (45) we would have the
analogous inequality with b replaced by b$ on the right side. The remaining
changes are simple and we shall not give the details.
Proof of Corollary 3.2. We first observe that the functional on the right
side in (25) is majorized by
b(B, f )=r(B) \ 1|B| v d& |B |Xf | p v d&+
1p
;
in fact, this follows by using Ho lder’s inequality together with the fact that
v # App0(&). We are left with checking that b satisfies the appropriate ver-
sions of the two conditions (21) and (22), namely those with r=q and
w(B)=|B|w d+ for any ball B. The former follows easily as in the main
example given after (21). For the latter, we have to prove that
:
i
b(Bi , f )q |Bi |w d+Cb(B, f )q |B| w d+ (46)
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for every f and B whenever [Bi] is a pairwise disjoint family of subballs of
B. Indeed,
:
i
b(Bi , f )q |Bi |w d+
=|B|w d+ r(B)q :
i
r(Bi)q
r(B)q \
1
|Bi | v d& |Bi |Xf |
p v d&+
qp |Bi | w d+
|B|w d+
C |B|w d+ r(B)q :
i \
|Bi | v d&
|B| v d& +
qp
\ 1|Bi | v d& |Bi |Xf |
p v d&+
qp
C
|B|w d+ r(B)q
|B| qpv d& \:i |Bi |Xf |
p v d&+
qp
Cb(B, f )q |B| w d+ ,
as desired, where we have used the balance condition (26) to obtain the
first inequality, and the disjointness of the Bi ’s to obtain the last. K
We close this section by making some further comments about
Remark 2.6 concerning why it is possible to take ’=1 in the conclusion of
Theorem 2.3 in case B0 satisfies the Boman chain condition and a(B)
satisfies (9) for all collections [Bi] of subballs of B with bounded overlaps,
i.e., for all such collections with
:
i
/Bi (x)N/B(x)
for all x, where N is an appropriately large fixed positive number. In fact,
this phenomenon is not limited to balls B0 but holds for any Boman
domain 0 of type F(_, N): see, e.g., [C] or [FGuW] for the precise defini-
tion of such domains. The main result that we need is the following
analogue of Theorem 1.5 of [C]. We use the notation
&g&Lwr, (0)=sup
*>0
*w([x # 0: | g|>*])1r
for the (unnormalized) weak Lrw(0) norm, 1<r<.
Lemma 5.3. Let (S, d, +) be a space of homogeneous type. Let _, N1,
1<r<, 0 # F(_, N) and f be a measurable function on 0. Let w be a
doubling measure and suppose that for each ball B with _B/0, there is a
constant fB such that
& f & fB&Lwr, (B):(_B),
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where :(B) is a nonnegative functional. Then there exists a constant f0 such
that
& f & f0&Lwr, (0)c sup \ :(_B)r+
1r
,
where the sup is taken over all countable collections [B] of balls such that
[_B] has overlaps bounded by N and _B/0, and c is a constant depending
only on r, w, _, N, and +.
The main differences between Lemma (5.3) and the situation in [C] are
the facts that weak norms rather than strong norms appear above, and the
functional :(B) is not stipulated. The proof of the lemma, however, is vir-
tually identical to the proof of Theorem 1.5 in [C], and we shall only make
a few remarks about the differences. First, we note that & }&Lwr,  is a norm
since 1<r<. Moreover, we need the following analogue for weak norms
of Lemma 2.5 of [C]: if 1< p<, [Bi] is any collection of balls and [ci]
is any sequence of nonnegative numbers, then
& ci/NBi &Lwp, (S) C(w, p, N, +) & ci/Bi &Lwp, (S)
for any doubling measure +.
The proof of this estimate follows by a simple duality argument as in
[C], using the fact that the homogeneous HardyLittlewood maximal
function Mw is a bounded operator on the Lorentz space L p$, 1w (S) dual to
L p, w (S), 1p+1p$=1, 1< p<: see, e.g., [BS], Theorem 4.13 and
Remark 4.15.
Finally, to obtain the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 with ’=1, namely
& f & f0&Lwr, (0)ca(0) w(0)
1r,
we use the functional : defined by :(B)=w(B)1r a(B). The fact that w is
doubling means that :(_B)rCw(B) a(_B)r, and the desired conclusion
then follows from Theorem 2.3, Lemma 5.3 and our assumption that (9)
holds for all collections [Bi] of balls with bounded overlaps.
6. EXAMPLES
6.1. Dr Does Not Imply Dr+= in General
In this section we shall consider R with the usual distance and endowed
with Lebesgue measure, and we consider functionals
a: I  (0, ),
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where I is the set of all finite intervals. Let r>1 and recall that a satisfies
the (unweighted) Dr condition if there exists a finite constant C such that
for each interval I and for every family 2=2(I ) of disjoint subintevals P
of I we have
:
P # 2
a(P)r l(P)Cra(I )r l(I ),
where l(P) denotes the length of P.
Consider the functional
a(I )=
l(I ):
l(I ) |I g(x) dx,
where 0 g # L1loc(R) and 0<:<1. Let r=1(1&:)>1. Then the easy but
key computation done in (10) shows that a # Dr , no matter which g we
take. However, we cannot expect any better in general due to the following
fact:
There exists a locally integrable function g such that for all positive =,
a  Dr+= .
The function g cannot belong to A(R) by Corollary 2.10.
To verify this fact, let us consider the unit interval I=(0, 1) and the dis-
joint dyadic subintervals Ik=(1&(12k&1), 1&(12k)), k=1, 2, ..., and
define the function
g(x)={ak0
if x # Ik
otherwise,
where the sequence [ak] is chosen so that [ak 2k] # l1. This condition
implies that g # L1(R), and therefore in particular that a # Dr and
:

k=1
a(Ik)r l(Ik)Cra(I )r l(I ).
On the other hand,
:

k=1
a(Ik)r+= l(Ik)= :

k=1 \|Ik g+
r+=
2k=r= :

k=1 \
ak
2k+
r+=
2k=r.
It is enough to take for instance ak=2kk1+$ with $>0 to see that the last
series diverges for any =>0. This shows that a  Dr+= for any =>0.
Variations of this example can be given in Rn.
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6.2. An Example Where Dr Implies Dr+=
We give the proof here of Corollary 2.10. Consider the fractional func-
tional on a space (S, d, +) of homogeneous type:
a(B)=r(B): \ 1+(B) |B g d++
1p0
,
where :>0, 1 p0<d: and d is the doubling order of +. For any locally
integrable g0, this functional belongs to unweighted Dr with r=
p0 d(d&:p0), as can be seen by using an argument like the one we gave
in case p0=1 in Section 2. We now show that if we make the stronger
assumption that g # A(+), then a # Dr+= for r as above and some =>0.
By standard properties of the theory of A(+) weights, there exists a
constant t>1 such that
\ 1+(B) |B gt d++
1t
C
1
+(B) |B g d+.
Let s=tp0d(d&:tp0) and note that s>r since t>1. Since s>p0 , we may
assume that s>p0 t by choosing t sufficiently close to 1. We claim that
a # Ds=Dr+= (w=1).
Indeed, if Bi and B are balls with Bi /B, we have by Ho lder’s inequality
and doubling that
a(Bi)s +(Bi)\|Bi g
t d++
sp0t
\r(Bi)
d
+(Bi) +
(sp0t)&1
C \r(B)
d
+(B) +
(sp0t)&1
\|Bi g
t d++
sp0t
,
and consequently, if [Bi] is a pairwise disjoint collection of balls in B,
:
i
a(Bi)s +(Bi)C \r(B)
d
+(B) +
(sp0t)&1
:
i \|Bi g
t d++
sp0t
C \r(B)
d
+(B) +
(sp0t)&1
\:i |Bi g
t d++
sp0t
C \r(B)
d
+(B) +
(sp0t)&1
\|B gt d++
sp0t
C \r(B)
d
+(B) +
(sp0t)&1
+(B)sp0t \ 1+(B) |B g d++
sp0
=Ca(B)s +(B).
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6.3. The Weak Fractional Functional in the General Situation
Let *>1 be fixed and consider the weak fractional functional on a space
of homogeneous type (S, d, +),
a(B)=r(B): \&(*B)+(B) +
1p0
,
where :>0, 1 p0<d: and d is the doubling order of +. We claim that
for 1<r< p0 d(d&:p0),
:
i
a(Bi)r +(Bi)ca$(B)r +(B) (47)
whenever [Bi] is a collection of pairwise disjoint balls in B, were a$ is
defined by
a$(B)=r(B): \&(*$B)+(B) +
1p0
ra(*$B)
for an appropriate value *$*.
Setting ==( p0dr)&(d&:p0), we have =>0 for such r. Since d is the
doubling order of +, we easily obtain (we may assume that p0<r by
nestedness of Dr) that for any Bi in a collection [Bi] of pairwise disjoint
balls in B,
a(Bi)r +(Bi)c \r(B)
d
+(B)+
(rp0)&1
[r(Bi)= &(*Bi)]rp0.
Adding over i and using the fact that r> p0 , we have
 a(Bi)r +(Bi)c \r(B)
d
+(B)+
(rp0)&1
{ r(Bi)= &(*Bi)=
rp0
.
Let xi denote the center of Bi , and rewrite the last sum as
 r(Bi)= &(*Bi)= r(Bi)= |
d(xi , y)<*r(Bi)
d&( y)
=|
 (*Bi)
h( y) d&( y),
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where h( y) is defined by
h( y)= :
i : d(xi , y)<*r(Bi)
r(Bi)=.
We will show that h( y)cr(B)= for all y. We begin by noting that, since
r(Bi)cr(B) for all i, we may divide the collection of indices i into sets
Ck={i : 2&k&1< r(Bi)cr(B)2k=
for k=0, 1, ... . Now, given any y, if i satisfies d(xi , y)<*r(Bi), then
Bi /B( y, c*r(Bi)) for some constant c which is independent of y and i.
Thus,
h( y)=:
k
:
Bi/B( y, c*2
&kr(B))
i # Ck
r(Bi)=.
Since the Bi are disjoint and since the radii of Bi and B( y, c*2&kr(B)) are
comparable when i # Ck , with constants of comparability which are inde-
pendent of i and k, it follows from the doubling of + that the number of
terms in the inner sum above is bounded by a constant N independent of
k. Thus
h( y):
k
N(c2&kr(B))=cr(B)=,
as desired.
We then obtain by combining estimates that
 a(Bi)r +(Bi)c \r(B)
d
+(B) +
(rp0)&1
[r(B)= &( _ (*Bi))]rp0
=c { r(B)
:
+(B)1p0
&( _ (*Bi))1p0=
r
+(B).
Finally, since  (*Bi)/*$B for an appropriate value *$*, we obtain the
desired condition. Note that in Euclidean space with the usual Euclidean
metric we can pick *$=*.
APPENDIX: THE EUCLIDEAN CASE AND
POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION
In this appendix, we shall consider the space of homogeneous type
(Rn, +, d ), where d is Euclidean distance and + is a doubling measure with
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doubling constant C+ . In this case, our main results and their proofs are
somewhat simpler. We denote by Q the family of all cubes in Rn with sides
parallel to the axes, and we consider functionals a: Q  (0, ).
We first give a dyadic version of Definition 2.1.
Definition 7.1. Let 1r< and let w be a weight. A functional a
satisfies the Dr condition if there exists a finite constant C such that for
each cube Q,
:
P # 2
a(P)r w(P)Cra(Q)r w(Q) (48)
whenever 2 is a family of disjoint dyadic subcubes of Q. We denote the
smallest constant C for which (48) holds by &a&.
In the Euclidean case, we consider a more general initial inequality
which includes example (5). We need to introduce optimal polynomials of
the following form. Fix a cube Q and a nonnegative integer m. The space
Pm of real-valued polynomials of degree at most m is a Hilbert space with
the inner product
1
+(Q) |Q fg d+.
Consider the orthonormal basis [.&], |&|m, obtained by applying the
GramSchmidt orthonormalization process to the power functions [x&],
|&|m. Observe that
&.&&L(Q)C \ 1+(Q) |Q |.& | 2 d++
12
=C (49)
since the space Pm is finite dimensional, and so all norms on it are equiv-
alent. The constant C depends only on m. We let PQ be the operator
defined by
PQ f (x)= :
|&|m
1
+(Q) |Q f.& d+ .&(x),
which is a projection from L1(Q) onto Pm . By (49) we have the following
key property:
&PQ f &L(Q)
#
+(Q) |Q | f ( y)| d+( y). (50)
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Observe that when m=0, PQ f =Q f d++(Q). These polynomials PQ f are
optimal in the sense that
inf
? # Pm
1
+(Q) |Q | f &?| d+r
1
+(Q) |Q | f &PQ f | d+.
In fact we may replace the L1 norm by any L p norm, 1< p<. Indeed,
the inequality in the direction ‘‘’’ is trivial. To prove the opposite
inequality, observe that since PQ is a projection we have PQ?=? for any
polynomial of degree at most m, and therefore
1
+(Q) |Q | f &PQ f | d+

1
+(Q) |Q ( | f &?|+|PQ( f &?)| ) d+

1
+(Q) |Q | f &?| d++&PQ( f &?)&L(Q)
1+#
+(Q) |Q | f &?| d+
by (50).
We have the following result, which for simplicity we state in the global
form.
Theorem 7.2. Let 1r< and suppose that a satisfies the weighted Dr
condition (48) for some w # A(+). Let f be a locally integrable function such
that for all cubes Q,
1
+(Q) |Q | f &PQ f | d+& f &a a(Q). (51)
Then
(a) There exists a constant c independent of f and a such that for all
cubes Q,
& f &PQ f &Lr, (Q, w)c &a& & f &a a(Q). (52)
(b) Furthermore, if r>1 and p satisfies 1< p<r, there exists a
constant c independent of f and a such that for all cubes Q,
\ 1w(Q) |Q | f &PQ f | p w d++
1p
c &a& & f &a a(Q). (53)
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Observe that the factor a(Q) on the right sides of both (52) and (53)
remains the same as in (51), i.e., there is no enlargement of Q; compare
with Theorem 2.3.
We next state a corresponding result similar to Theorem 3.1. We assume
that b: Q_F  (0, ), with the same properties listed in Section 3, includ-
ing (21) and the following version of (22): for some r1 and some
w # A(+),
:
P # 2
b(P, f )r w(P)Crb(Q, f )r w(Q) (54)
for all f # F, every cube Q and every family 2 of pairwise dyadic subcubes
of Q.
Theorem 7.3. Let b be as above, m be a nonnegative integer, and sup-
pose that the following initial condition holds for all f # F and Q,
1
+(Q) |Q | f &PQ f | d+cb(Q, f ), (55)
with c independent of f and Q. Then
\ 1w(Q) |Q | f &PQ f | r w d++
1r
Cb(Q, f ) (56)
with C independent of f and Q.
Let us briefly show how we recover the classical sharp (Ln$, L1) Poincare
inequality in Rn. First, for Lipschitz continuous f, a well-known argument
based on the Mean Value theorem yields
| f (x)& fQ |c |
Q
|{f ( y)|
|x& y| n&1
dy, x # Q,
which when combined with Fubini’s theorem and the growth estimate
Q |x& y|
1&n dyCl(Q), x # Q, implies
1
|Q| |Q | f ( y)& fQ | dyC
l(Q)
|Q| |Q |{f | dy. (57)
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This is the (L1, L1) Poincare inequality. Now an application of
Theorem 7.3 with m=0 produces the sharp version
\ 1|Q| |Q | f & fQ |n$ dy+
1n$
C
l(Q)
|Q| |Q |{f | dy
since the functional on the right side of (57) satisfies the Dn$ condition.
We sketch below the proof of part (a) of Theorem 7.2. We skip the
proofs of part (b) and of Theorem 7.3 since these would be repetitions of
the corresponding proofs that we gave in the context of spaces of
homogeneous type. To prove part (a), observe that we may assume that
& f &a=1. Fix a cube Q and for each *>0, let 0*=[x # Q :
M( f &PQ f )(x) > *] where M = M dQ is the dyadic HardyLittlewood
maximal function relative to Q with respect to +, i.e.,
Mg(x)= sup
P # D(Q)
P : x # P
1
+(P) |P | g| d+,
where D(Q) denotes the family of all dyadic subcubes of Q. Then by the
Lebesgue differentiation theorem we have [x # Q: | f (x)&PQ f |>*]/0* ,
except possibly for a set of +-measure 0, and so (52) will follow from
sup
*>0
*r
w(0*)
w(Q)
Cr &a&r a(Q)r. (58)
Since w # A(+), there are constants C, $>0 such that w(E)
C(+(E)+(Q ))$ w(Q ) for every cube Q and every measurable set E/Q . We
denote the smallest such constant C by [w]A . As in the general situation,
the key estimate is the following inequality of good-* type:
Let f, Q, 0* and w be as above. Then for all *, =, N with *>0, N>#C+
and 0<=&a&,
w(0N*)
=$[w]A
(N&#C+)$
w(0*)+
&a&r
*r=r
a(Q)r w(Q). (59)
The estimate (58) follows from (59) by a standard good-* argument.
To prove (59), observe first that the inequality is obvious if *a(Q)
since 0N* /Q and =&a&. Therefore, we may assume that *>a(Q). Then,
by (51),
*>
1
+(Q) |Q | f &PQ f | d+.
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We can consider the Caldero nZygmund decomposition of ( f &PQ f ) /Q
relative to Q for these *’s. This yields a collection of dyadic subcubes of
Q, [Qi], maximal with respect to inclusion, satisfying 0*=i Qi and
*<
1
+(Qi) |Qi | f &PQ f | d+C+* (60)
for each integer i, where C+ is the doubling constant of +. Now let
N>C>1, where C=#C+ . Since 0N* /0* , we have
w(0N*)=w(0N* & 0*)=:
i
w([x # Qi : M(( f &PQ f ) /Q)(x)>N*])=
=:
i
w([x # Qi : M(( f &PQ f ) /Qi)(x)>N*])
by the maximality of each of the cubes Qi . Now let EQi=[x # Qi :
M(( f &PQi f ) /Qi)(x)>(N&C) *]. Then, for x # Qi , since PQ leaves poly-
nomials of degree at most m fixed, we have
| f (x)&PQ f (x)|| f (x)&PQi f (x)|+|PQi ( f &PQ f )(x)|
| f (x)&PQi f (x)|+&PQi ( f &PQ f )&L(Qi)
| f (x)&PQi f (x)|+
#
+(Qi) |Qi | f &PQ f | d+
| f (x)&PQi f (x)|+C*
by (50) and (60). Thus, if N>C,
w(0N*):
i
w(EQi) :
i : a(Qi)<=*
w(EQi)+ :
i : a(Qi)=*
w(EQi).
To estimate the first sum we use the A condition on the weight w together
with the weak type (1, 1) property (with constant one) of Md; the second
sum uses the Dr condition:
w(0N*)[w]A :
i : a(Qi)<=*
\
+(EQi)
+(Qi) +
$
w(Qi)+ :
i : a(Qi)=*
\a(Qi)=* +
r
w(Qi)
[w]A :
i : a(Qi)<=*
\ 1(N&C) *
1
+(Qi) |Qi | f &PQi f | d++
$
w(Qi)
+
1
(=*)r
:
i
a(Qi)r w(Qi)
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[w]A
(N&C)$
:
i : a(Qi)<=*
\a(Qi)* +
$
w(Qi)+
&a&r
(=*)r
a(Q)r w(Q)

[w]A
(N&C)$
=$ :
i
w(Qi)+
&a&r
(=*)r
a(Q)r w(Q)

=$[w]A
(N&C)$
w(0*)+
&a&r
(=*)r
a(Q)r w(Q).
This proves the desired good-* inequality (59) and also completes the
proof of part (a) of Theorem 7.2. K
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